**Night Sports Final**

**38 hurt in Pt. Angeles blast**

PONT ANGELES (AP) — An explosion rocked a street and demolished the nearby section of a Port Angeles hotel and restaurant last night, killing one person and injuring 38 others.

Thirty-eight persons were reported injured and the list of the injured was being revised for the time being.

The front of a Port Angeles building was shattered and the sidewalk ripped up by last night’s blast. (All pages of pictures. A 2: after dinner and more photos. C 1)
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**The front of a Port Angeles building was shattered and the sidewalk ripped up by last night’s blast.**
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**Airport-weather data now basics of reports**

**Huntsmen** Sunday's first album appearance is expected to be 4:00 p.m. (EST) at National's Stadium tomorrow.

**TOP RATED** — Joe Tomes of the St. Louis Cardinals led the major leaguers batting .350 or more this season. B 102.

**FOEBELS,—Washington, D.C., baseball fans personal views on the field's quick qualities before the last round and again thanked the fans of the same.**

---

**Leslie Bacon to sue U.S. for illegal arrest**
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